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Graham Land and two large islands, Brabant and Antwerp. South
of Antwerp Island Bismarck Strait runs between that island and a
jutting headland of Graham Land, and after threading Bismarck
Strait one is again in the open ocean.
We encountered little ice in De Gerlache Strait next day until
near its southern end, and then heavy ice forced us back when we
were almost in sight of the ocean. Bismarck Strait was locked tight.
Our next plan was to pass out to sea between Brabant and Antwerp
islands, but when we reached that strait the weather had become
too thick and snowy for us to risk ice in that narrow place. At
this point we held a conference, as a result of which I decided
to give up the Adelaide Island plan altogether, skirt clear around
the archipelago by the north, and try the shelf-ice in the Weddell
Sea.
Though the tall peaks of the islands and of Graham Land were
shrouded in mist, we had clear visibility below during much of the
passage of De Gerlache Strait and looked upon some of the most
glorious mountain scenery in the world. Vast cliffs, tinted in many
beautiful pastel shades, spaced of! immense glaciers presenting to
the sea sheer ice-walls 300 feet high. Behind in lofty chasms hung
glaciers of the Swiss type, their drip coming down in bridal-veil
cataracts.
As we lined the rail of the Wyatt Earp to marvel at beauty sur-
passing anything the Arctic could offer, veritably we were gazing at
the edge of the last great remnant of the Ice Age. Looking at these
eternal masses of moving knd ice, we could imagine what North
America was like when the North Polar ice-cap came down as far
as New York and Philadelphia. Antarctica really is a single huge
conical glacier, seven thousand feet thick, flowing down on all
sides from the Pole itself over a descending series of plateaux. The
flow is sluggish but steady—forty-six yards a year. Here is a body
of ice so great that if some shift in the earth's position should bring
it vertically under the sun, the world would have a new Deluge
above which only a few Ararats would show.
Yet the warm cycle, which has already erased the Ice Age from
our own continent, except for a few splinters in the highest moun-
tains of the West, is operating steadily upon Antarctica. Each year
it breaks off around the edges a little faster than it flows down. In

